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How many ways exist to tell the same story1?
As if it was a text, textile is readable, translatable and can be interpreted.
The use of textiles in contemporary art shows influences between different disciplines which
are engaged, which try to experiment by respecting and mastering it.
This is a platform for artistic research as much as it is a product; it is a support for a designer brand as much as it represents a way to hide and mask something; in general, textile
behaves as a complex instrument by which the encounter between artists, designers and
graphic artists can be an opportunity of exchange and reflection on the contemporary.
As if it was a weave composed by different hands, as if it was a text written in different
moments, Text(iles) tries to investigate the different textile uses, to reflect over its structure,
weave and connections.
Building a multi-disciplinary expositionary proposal based on entanglement, the show
wants to reflect on the current state of art in relation to craft, on the contrast of forms and
languages which inform textile’s position in visual arts.
Each kind of variation, method and the creation of original works, helps to re-contextualize
a practice linked to an ancient tradition and imaginary body.
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1. R. Queneau, 99 ways to tell a story, Chamberlain Bros, 1947

